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Condition: New. 178 x 108 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. HIGHLAND DANGER Ever inquisitive, Lady Alyson
MacGillivray embarks on a sea voyage and makes a shocking
discovery: The young future king of Scotland is secretly
traveling on board. Yet her surprise soon turns to terror when
pirates attack the ship, take the boy prince hostage, and leave
Lady Alyson to drown. HIGHLAND WOLF Known to the world as
the The Wolf, Captain Jake Maxwell had been commissioned by
the King to follow the prince s secret transport. When he spies
Alyson struggling against a violent sea, he moves swiftly to
save her. Soon desire sparks between them, bringing them
pleasure-powerful and deep. But the young beauty s
connection to the prince s abduction puts her in danger. And if
their love is to survive, Alyson and Jake must play a game of
intrigue with royal-and lethal-consequences.
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This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
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This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform
you that this is actually the greatest publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best
ebook for actually.
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